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Hyland Credentials (Learning Machine)
Founded 1991 | HQ Westlake, OH | >3,500 employees | >$800M revenue (2019 est.)

Hyland has a major commercial footprint in the higher ed market,
and its 2020 acquisition of Learning Machine should make for a
pretty straightforward integration and upsell to Hyland products and
customers. Moreover, this is one of the first major moves by a content
management company into the blockchain world and will likely spur its
competitors to respond.

The Company

In February 2020 Hyland acquired Learning
Machine Technologies, a venture-capital-backed
start-up located in New York, with close ties to

Hyland is a privately held company that

MIT. The company was founded in 2017 and had

was formed in 1991 and is headquartered in

raised $3 million in funding in a seed round led

Westlake, Ohio. The company has 32 offices

by PTB Ventures, Omidyar Network, and Learn

worldwide, with more than 3,500 employees and

Capital. It’s interesting to note that prior to

15,000 customers. Hyland does not disclose

launching Learning Machine, the founder, Chris

revenues, but Deep Analysis estimates the

Jagers, had founded SlideRoom, a start-up to

firm’s 2019 revenue as more than $800 million.

evaluate college admissions. Learning Machine

In July 2017, Hyland acquired the Perceptive

was incubated within SlideRoom to progress

business unit of Lexmark International, Inc.

this focus in education to credential-critical

(Perceptive). This acquisition added more than

documents such as transcripts and diplomas

700 employees and 17 global office locations

through the use of blockchain. It was spun out

to Hyland’s operations. Thoma Bravo, a private

after Liaison International acquired SlideRoom

equity firm, acquired a controlling interest

in 2017.

in the company in 2007 for $265 million
(estimated). In 2017, Thoma Bravo acquired
Lexmark International’s software business, with
Perceptive Software going to Hyland and the

The Technology

remaining companies becoming part of Kofax

The Learning Machine product (now named

(another Thoma Bravo holding and a Hyland

Hyland Credentials) provides an underlying

competitor).

platform to credential documentation. This
platform is built on an open source standard
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designed jointly with MIT called Blockcerts.
Blockcerts is not a protocol or a software
application, but a method for anchoring

Figure 1

Hyland Credentials Assessment

and verifying records using any blockchain.
The Blockcerts standard consists of several
elements:

Company
Viability

Cert-Schema, the core data schema
Cert-Issuer, the hashing mechanism to
issue certificates
Cert-Viewer, the user interface (UI) to view
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the certificates
Product

Cert-Verifier, the process for verifying
the certificates
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Wallet, the mobile application for managing
recipient keys and key exchange
Learning Machine provides a well-designed and
The first implementation of Blockcerts

relatively easy-to-use document credentialing

targeted the Bitcoin blockchain, and there

system, one that has taken into account the

are good reasons for that as it is the largest

practicalities of privacy and even the need to

and most tested. However, enterprise-use

revoke documents on occasion. It is already

blockchain typically eschews Bitcoin in favor

used by some of Hyland’s existing higher

of alternatives such as Ethereum (where a

education customers and has the potential to be

token is required) or, for most general use

much more widely used moving forward.

cases, variations of Hyperledger. According to
Hyland, Ethereum was added to Blockcerts

So, the question regarding the technology

in 2018, and Hyperledger implementations

is, what has Hyland acquired other than a

have been contributed as well. So far, though,

freely available open source platform? The

the only instance we have seen is running on

answer is simple. Blockcerts is not, and was

Bitcoin. As Learning Machine and Blockcerts

never intended to be, a software platform or

are applications built from and out of the

application. (The exception is the Blockcerts

Bitcoin platform, rather than applications built

Wallet, a mobile application available free

to leverage any underlying distributed ledger,

for both iOS and Android.) Blockcerts is a

moving to Bitcoin alternatives will require some

technology standard, like HTTP or SMTP, that

significant re-engineering. Becoming blockchain

can be used in the construction of applications.

agnostic is a key part of the Hyland rollout plan

It has a long way to go and much of the brain

for Blockcerts, and a key element of its value

trust around that future development rests with

proposition, because it will let organizations

Learning Machine. Similarly, Learning Machine

use the blockchain they prefer and that fits best

has its own variations on Blockcerts, for use

with their use cases. Multi-chain anchoring is

by government and healthcare, for example.

already available through the Learning Machine

Therefore, in order to use Blockcerts, an

platform.

application must be built that makes use of the
source code available in the open source Github.
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Blockcerts applications are what can be

Figure 1 shows our assessment of Hyland

productized and sold. Learning Machine was

Credentials across four categories.

the first company to bring such an application
to market, launching the Learning Machine
Issuing System in 2017. The System is a hosted
SaaS solution that includes analytics tools,

Advice to Buyers

provides digital signature capabilities, and

If you are a Hyland customer in higher

allows for the easy import and mapping of

education, government, or healthcare, this is an

credential data to templates created through

acquisition to watch carefully. As a standalone

the application’s template designer. As of today,

product it could have some immediate benefits,

Learning Machine simply stores hashes on the

but more importantly, it will be integrated into

blockchain; clearly Hyland has the capability

the broader Hyland portfolio and APIs will

to provide secure off-chain storage for those

become available, broadening its use as an

files to any new customers. Blockcerts issued

add-on application and functionality. One can

through the Learning Machine Issuing System

easily envisage its future use in healthcare,

(now Hyland Credentials) are JSON files and

for example, sharing content from provider to

are stored off-chain directly within the SaaS

hospital, etc.

application. They can also be exported to other
off-chain databases, like OnBase or Brainware.
Recipients of Blockcerts store the files on their
phones or laptop hard drives, or in their personal
clouds. The files can be independently verified
using the decentralized verification capabilities
provided by the Blockcerts verifier.

Our Opinion
Hyland is not known for buying VC-funded
start-ups, so in that regard this is an unusual
acquisition for an otherwise acquisitive
company. However, the enormous interest in
enterprise blockchain in general, and more
specifically Learning Machine’s early success in
the education sector, made it a sensible move
by Hyland. Hyland has a major commercial
footprint in the higher ed market, and this
should make for a pretty straightforward
integration and upsell to Hyland products
and customers. Moreover, this is one of the
first major moves by a content management
company into the blockchain world and will
likely spur its competitors to respond.
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SOAR Analysis
Strengths

Aspirations

Early-to-market blockchain credentialing system

Be the leading credentialing system on the market

Co-developed with MIT

Integrate blockchain credentialing in
broader information management platforms
and applications

Opportunities

Results

Expansion in higher education

Early to market, significant take-up of Blockcerts

Expansion in healthcare and government

in higher education
Acquisition by Hyland opens doors for more
rapid development
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Deep Analysis

About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information
Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial

About the Author
Alan Pelz-Sharpe is the founder of
Deep Analysis. He has over 25 years
of experience in the IT industry,

Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published

working with a wide variety of

the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise

end-user organizations like FedEx,

Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,
outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and
successfully deploy AI.

The Mayo Clinic, and Allstate, and
vendors ranging from Oracle and IBM
to start-ups around the world. Alan was
formerly a Partner at The Real Story

Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their

Group, Consulting Director at Indian
Services firm Wipro, Research Director

understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and

at 451, and VP for North America

future market opportunities.

at industry analyst firm Ovum. He is

Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyer-

including the Wall Street Journal and

centric approach to its research and understands real-world

The Guardian, and has appeared

regularly quoted in the press,

buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

on the BBC, CNBC, and ABC as an
expert guest.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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